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Introduction 

"The human is a mixture of feelings and objectivity.  He has evolved a brain that enables 
him to know the differences between the two, if he is motivated to know the differences.   
The well differentiated person knows the difference, and each can be fully 
appreciated when each is relatively free of the other.  There is an advantage when the 
human can observe the automatic emotional process with his intellectual self". 

        --Murray Bowen.      
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Spin 

The Media Spin: 
The Gonzalez family is living in a media test tube. We watch as the family deals with its 
own inner turmoil in the glare of uncertain fame. Could their lives be better understood 
through the lens of Bowen theory?  

Please, make your best predictions of what has or might happen.  Does this tell you 
something about how much Bowen theory you know?  Perhaps it might tell you if you 
are emotionally intelligent?  It may even show how much differing political 
considerations influences thinking. 

The results will soon be in.  In fact the multigenerational family drama will unfold on the 
front page of the newspapers.  Just remember that ones opinions (even theoretical 
opinions) about "others" reveal more than a little about us.   

All of our lives reflect and test theory. So the big question, can Bowen theory be useful in 
defusing intense social problems? 

The Political Spin: 
The media love it.  Cuban and the USA have been at political odds for more than 40 



years.  This is a big political year for Congress.  Media is the big player in manifesting 
social concerns.  This can shape the way voters think. After all this is a year when a loss 
of six seats by the GOP changes the Chairmanship of every committee. 

Think of the media as a bunch of group therapists who did not get to do real therapy. 
Their goal is to shape the dialogue often with the intent of raising anxiety, or was it to 
entertain?   We see emotional reactivity in both nameless people and presidential 
candidates.  When the media discovers deep issues in the public, the voters can be 
vulnerable. 

What happens if people just accept the media spin?  Is there an important reason to 
develop our own way of thinking?  Is there a factual basis that permits us to develop our 
own ideas?   
I believe that if we can keep each person's opinions as separate then we are opening up 
emotional space in our families and in our communities.  If we can learn a bit more about 
families and societal process one can better withstand the onslaught of societal anxiety.   

Often we learn to think differently by comparing our ideas to those of others.  For some 
people this is a dangerous exercise as agreement is the only good state. 

Only the Facts, Please: 
No one is real sure of all the facts surrounding the Elian Gonzalez case. But the first facts 
that the media picked up were not the death at sea of a Cuban mother, her boyfriend and 
nine other people fleeing Cuba to seek asylum in the U.S., but the survival of Elian, a six-
year-old child.  The two others who were rescued were also saved from the child-focused 
headlines. 

The few facts that have emerged are that the child's father is Cuban and wanted his son to 
live there with him.  He had remarried and they have a young son.  Since the rescue in 
November Elian has lived in Miami with his paternal great uncle, Lazaro Gonzales.  
Larazo refused to let the father, his nephew, take his son back to Cuba.   
The father came to the USA to reclaim his son.  The INS and the Justice Department 
made decisions to return custody to the father.  

People and Congress are still reacting. Now the courts are stuck with another unresolved 
family emotional problem.  The slow pace of courts may tone down the family anxiety 
and allow people to think about what happened. 
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Tunnel vision and societal anxiety 



Paradoxically tunnel vision begins as a relief from anxiety. The anxiety can crop up in 
one's newspapers, TV and reverberate with our family history. Humans are sensitive and 
reactive to past hurts.   

New information is folded into past memories.  We tend to repeat a lot of our past 
difficulties. Negative, anxious stories about life and death can take most of us down the 
road to polarized, stressful thinking.  

Such thinking digs social tunnels and before one knows it one has slid down into an 
emotional ditch. When tension is in the air it soon takes shape on the airwaves. 
Relationships then reflect the anxiety in behavior.   

The calmer people are the more cooperative. The more anxious, the more negative and 
critical we become.  
At the extreme anxiety becomes a formalized split between people who think differently.  
How easy to take sides, to blame one side or the other and have a lot of big opinions.   

John Seely Brown and Paul Duguid in the book,  "The Social Life of Information" note 
this point. 
 "The way forward is paradoxically to look not ahead but to look around."   
An all too common mistake is to forget the past.  We tend to forget the past when we feel 
anxious and threatened. Our perceptual focus narrows.  

The brain and reactivity: 
It is almost as though the human brain is unable to process more information. The brain 
shuts down to preserve its functioning.  

When a fear response is activated often feelings get bigger and bigger and facts smaller 
and smaller. The more primitive part of the brain, the limbic system, is trying to figure 
out what is going on. 

 It takes an effort to reduce emotional flooding and kick in the higher cortical areas.  
When one is able to notice and reduce emotional reactivity, then one can begin to 
integrate the feelings/reactions with more factual information.  Under conditions of threat 
such integration can not happen.  We react to the threat and try to survive.  Reactive 
feelings and polarized beliefs can leave us in emotional turmoil. 
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Family Triangles 

So how important is it that people agree with you? Who is on your side?  Yes it’s the 
side-taking thing. It can tell you a lot about the degree of emotional interdependence that 
is comfortable.   



Those who can be a bit more independent can stand apart from the need to convince 
others and win. These individuals are capable of emotional neutrality. People can have 
opinions and stand-alone. In addition some people have the ability to listen and relate to 
various viewpoints without seeking agreement or making an enemy.  

Neutrality is the key ingredient in resolving tension between any two parties. It does not 
seem to be a natural ability.  Rather it is a hard won ability. 

Journalists, consultants, physicians, coaches and psychotherapists are suppose to practice 
being objective and neutral but we see its hard for most to maintain.  The good news is 
that even if one can not do it all the time, if one just understands the principle and works 
towards neutrality things will get better.   

The media has complex motives.  They must sell papers and try to maintain objectivity. 
Try to sell papers with neutrality as a headline.  
'The Gonzalez family hires a neutral coach.' 
'Coach sees evidence for multigenerational triangles.' 
'People in the streets begging for emotional neutrality.' 
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The impact of tension over the generations 

Over how many generations has this split between the Gonzalez family been building?  
With a few facts one can start to build and then understand the predictable family 
dynamics.  One builds by asking questions from a broader perspective.  

 On the other hand if one becomes polarized and operates from being hurt, sad, or mad 
then one can refuse to ask more questions.  Understanding gives way to believing the 
worst.  Rumors run unchecked.  Fear dominates our private worlds. Eventually fear 
builds a righteous castle that resists all attempts to reconcile.  Will this happen to the 
Gonzalez family?   

Keeping the focus on what people feel should happen to the peopel in Miami seems to 
have incited riots.  People are ready to react to what is seen as what should be in the best 
interest of a child.   

This is part of our vulnerability to the future.  When it comes to children it’s very easy to 
mix in our personal agendas with the story of Elian and his family.   

Being Emotional, Overreacting and Calming Down: 
One method to deal with this overreaction to our feelings is to pay a lot of attention to 
facts. The idea that facts are central to managing reactivity is one quick way to think 



about the practical nature of the concept of differentiation of self.  The central idea is that 
one is able to separate out from past patterns of relationships.  

Perhaps only God knows why this is so hard.  So before you begin to formulate a place 
where you are ready to stand to say this is what I believe about Elian or anything get 
ready for the reaction to your opinions. Reactions are part of what makes change 
difficult.  People who need you will throw stones at you and your new opinions.  Ready 
or not change costs us all.  

One advantage of a broader picture is that you get more ideas on what it might take to get 
any situation halfway resolved.   
Family history in the New York Times: 
We can track the side taking in this generation to the past.  One opinion, the family 
squabbling reflects the tension in the great grandparent's marriage.   

Check it out.  The New York Times has a version of the three generation family history 
in the April 23rd edition,  “Love in the Times of Castro: The intimate family history of 
Elian Gonzalez” by Tim Golden.  

My guess was based on the tension between the siblings.  If the father of Elian and his 
great uncle do not get along, then most probably there was a lot of tension between the 
two brothers in the grandparent generation. I guessed that perhaps one brother solved the 
tension by leaving and going to Cuba.  The other brother stayed behind.  Perhaps one 
claimed he was loyal to his family while the other claimed to be in search of freedom.  
Perhaps the great grandparents did have a favorite child.  Side taking can begin very 
innocently and then escalate. 

It turns out that this is a close guess.  There were nine children in the family.  The 
grandmother Georigna (Pina) Hernandez was quoted as telling her boys, “You are 
brothers.  You are a family.  Stay away from politics.” How often do mothers good 
intentions backfire?    

The fourth brother, Delfin, was arrested on March 22nd 1962 for subversion by the 
Castro government.   Then in April 1965 the oldest daughter left for the US. The next to 
the youngest son, Juan Gonzalez took a job as a police investigator in the interior 
ministry.  Delfin criticized him for this decision.  In 1979 Delfin came to the U.S. just 
months before his mothers death.  
In 1983 Luis, the oldest son, followed the others to the U.S.  Two others came in 1984, 
LAZARO and Manolo.  

Following in his father’s path Juan Miguel stayed in Cuba and became a Young 
Communist at the age of 15.   It was then that he and Elisa Broton met. They married in 
1985.  He was 16 and she was 15.  In 1991 they divorced.  They begin to live together 
again hoping to have a child.  On Dec. 6, 1993 Elian was born.  They separated for the 
last time Feb. 1997.  “Juan Migel said she was like a sister to me.”   Eliza found a new 
boyfriend within two months.  There is a great deal of controversy over this man.  One 



fact is that he did save $3,000 to buy a rubber raft that took him, his girl friend and her 
son, Elian, his two brother, his parents and another couple to the U.S.  

After the tragedy the Miami family, with Lorazo, as the head, was given custody.  They 
had came up with an idea to keep the family together.  The NYT stated that that "starting 
with Carida and her brother Delfin, Juan Miguel’s aunts and uncles first thought of 
keeping Elian in the United States partly as a way to pull the family together.” 
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Sibling position and triangles as a gauge to guess the future 

Tension between siblings can give us a reading on the probability for future disruptions in 
the family. The tension can stay between the siblings or tension can be sent to children 
and their siblings.   Tension can also erupt in physical or emotional illness, poor 
marriages or on an intense focus on children.   
Recognizing that tension and anxiety are just past of the human dilemma is so good for 
us. We do not have to get too serious. Its great if we do not have to really think it's our 
fault or their fault.  When there are no bad guys in the family just family tension then 
things are going to get better for the future generations.   

In the best of all worlds: 
In the best of all possible worlds the family systems produces kinfolk that cooperate.  
Under stressful conditions this two-way relationship goes astray.  People get mad. 
Relationships go silent. People cut off from one another. 

When you live in a distant family you can guess that relationships in the far past have 
been frozen in networks of interlocking negative triangles. It starts out so simply, two are 
close and one is on the outside.  On the positive side of triangles the two who are close 
are getting along.  It is very expense for the third person that may be scapegoated.  By 
being aware and less reactive even the scapegoat can tone down the process.  All it takes 
is one to be calmer while remaining in some contact.   

It sure seems unfair.  After all the two who are close can bond and get away from all the 
anxiety. This allows the two people on the inside to go on with out as much stress; they 
may even live in harmony.  But over the long run they are also paying a price.  In the 
short run the closeness is comforting but there is continuing worry about the loyalty 
factor.  The lovelock between the two can tighten.  Sensitivity rises. It is uncomfortable 
in the agreement world. 
Also, it may be necessary to spend a lot of energy monitoring the other to make sure that 
he/she has not yet defected.    

Topsy-turvy: 
Relationship systems are often topsy-turvy. Most of us are not very aware of our 



sensitivity to threats until big trouble appears.  Threats take time to sort out and get 
neutral about.  Only then can people relate on a new level. 

Our bodies and brains evolved as tools to solve social problems. One can learn to use the 
body to a calm the brain and then use the brain to strengthen the body.  The opposite is 
true too.  The brain body connection cuts both ways.  As long as people want to grow and 
change there is a good chance they will find a disciplined way that works.  

None of us will last too long when it gets too hot in the emotional kitchen.  So remember 
to turn the stove off when people are uptight.  

One can think about relationship functioning on a continuum.  At one end the individual 
is totally capable of self-regulation. The ideal person does not ever think a negative 
thought about another much less says something negative.   

At the other end are those people whose lives are totally dominated by their reaction to 
others.  If this one does that or says that well then it is awful and could kill me or I may 
have to kill them.  That brain has no ability to self regulate.  In the middle of the 
continuum we can see anxiety come and go as social groups enlarge or diminish. 

“Nothing is more likely to help a person overcome or endure troubles than the 
consciousness of having a task in life.”  Victor Frankel.   

What will your task be?  Send in your ideas and I will begin a feedback section for the 
newsletter in the next edition.  
Just think what would you do if you were asked to consult/advise the various parties 
involved?  The Media: CNN/MSNBC, The US Justice Department,/Janet Reno, Juan 
Miguel, The Miami Family, The Cuban Family, The Cuban Diplomats. 

Here are a few sites to explore for those who are interested.   

http://www.thesmokinggun.com/archive/eliansw1.shtml 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A21491-2000Apr26.html 
http://www.politicaljunkie.com
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Upcoming Events 

Clinical Conference May 19th, 2000 
"Swimming Upstream to Develop A Self" 
Call GFC: 202-9650730 

http://www.thesmokinggun.com/archive/eliansw1.shtml
http://www.politicaljunkie.com/
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A21491-2000Apr26.html
http://www.politicaljunkie.com/


California Symposium on BFST 
June 30th and July 1, 2000 
Laura Havstad call: 707-874-1227 
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Books of Interest 

• "The Scientest in the Crib" by Alison Gopnik, Ph.D., Andrew N. Meltzoff, Ph. D., 
Patricia K. Kuhl, Ph.D.  

• "A General Theory of Love" by Thomas Lewis,, M.D.,  Fari Amini, M.D., 
Richard Lannon, M.D.  

• "A Revolutionary Way of Thinking"  by Dr. Chrales Krebs and Jenny Brown.  

• "Raising an Emotionally Intellegent Child" by JohnGottman  

• "Lincon on Leadership" by Donald T. Phillips 
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